
nemendolo@gmail.com www.github.com/NimayNdolo www.nimayndolo.com(404) 944-6835

Generated and qualified leads to determine viability as a client. 
Marketed services and organized prospect meetings via email, outside visit, or cold call.
Developed relationships with prospects by building rapport. 
Closed self-generated accounts.
Consistently hit revenue goals and penetrated closed accounts to generate more revenue. 

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

March 2021 - June 2021

Built and interacted with RESTful APIs.
Constructed full stack apps using MERN stack, React, & Bootstrap.
Collaborated with team members in Agile environment utilizing 

Built well-organized and reusable code.
Design visually appealing and modern SPA's that showcased strong design principles.

        scrum and version control tools (ex: Git, GitHub & Trello). 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING IMMERSIVE FELLOW
General Assembly - Remote

December 2016 - January 2020

Scheduled and Organized developmental appointments and activities.
Tracked and logged data pertaining to client progress.
Developed revised habitual methods for clients in order to ensure ease of life and 

Strengthened client's confidence in their abilities by enacting systems that 

Corresponded with the client and their medical team to draft tailored 

constant improvement.

promised personal success.

nutritional plans.

HOME CARE AIDE

Total Quality Logistics - Atlanta, GA

Acumen Fiscal Agent - Atlanta, GA

February 2020 - December 2020

N I M A Y  N D O L O

As a Software Developer with a background in
theater, film, sales, and home care, Nimay Ndolo
has a mix of tech-based, creative, and soft skills that
have equipped her with the tools to excel in both
the technical and creative sides of software
development. 
 
She attributes her drive and motivation to her sales
and theater experience while attributing her soft
skills and creative eye to her film & home care
background. Her time and conversance in these
fields has molded her into a fantastic, well rounded,
and highly adaptable candidate that would make a
great addition to any team. 

ABOUT

FUN FACTS
- My favorite song of  the moment is Malambo No. 1 by Yma Sumac.

- The best 2021 show I've seen all year is Cruel Summer
- If I were given $3000 to spend on fun right now, I'd buy a crystal kayak.

- I'm a HUGE creepypasta , SCP, and r/nosleep fan.
- I have a husky and he's 10/10 a good guy.

 

EDUCATION

Georgia State University
Theater & Film

SKILL/STACK
HTML
CSS
SASS
Javascript
React
Node.js
Bootstrap

MongoDB
Python
Express
Django
AJAX
Hubspot
Pro Tools

Adobe After Effects
Adobe Premiere Pro

SQL 

General Assembly
Software Engineering Immersive

(2014-2018)

(March 2021-June 2021)


